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Abstract 
We study the polyhedral structure of two primal relaxations of a class of specially structured 
mixed integer programming problems. This class includes the generalized capacitated plant lo- 
cation problem and a production scheduling problem as special cases. We show that for this 
class of problems two polyhedra constructed from the constraint sets in two difl‘erent primal 
relaxations are identical. The results have the following surprising implications; with linear or 
nonlinear objective functions, the bounds from two a priori quite different primal relaxations 
of the: capacitated plant location problem are actually equal. In the linear case, this means that 
a simple Lagrangean substitution yields exactly the same strong bound as the computationally 
more expensive Lagrangean decomposition introduced in Guignard and Kim (1987) and studied 
in Cornuejols et al. (1991). @ 1998 Elsevier Science R.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we study a class of specially structured mixed integer programs related 
to but more general than the generalized capacitated plant location problem (GCPLP). 
We obtain nice polyhedral properties by exploiting the special structure of the problem. 
We fhen apply the result to the capacitated plant location problem (CPLP) and show 
how it can be used to generate efficiently a strong lower bound 
Lagrangean relaxation (LR, see [S]) and Lagrangean decomposition (LD, see 
[6,10-141 for a general discussion) have primal equivalents, i.e. primal problems which 
yield the same bounds. Lagrangean decomposition results from creating copies of some 
variables in some part of the constraints and dualizing the copy constraints. This 
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artificially creates a staircase structure in the model prior to dualization and decomposes 
the model into independent submodels after the dualization. The corresponding La- 
grangean relaxations would dualize all but one subset of constraints. Lagrangean substi- 
tution (LS, see, for instance, [16, 71 for a general description or [9] for an application) 
induces decomposition by creating more sophisticated substitutions than just copies. 
In the nonlinear objective function case, one can similarly define primal relaxations 
without using Lagrangean multipliers [ 15,8]. 
Many Lagrangean decomposition schemes provide better bounds than the correspond- 
ing Lagrangean relaxations, as they retain more information on the original problem. 
However, they also involve more work; at least one more subproblem must be solved 
than in the corresponding LR. Lagrangean substitution, in general, yields bounds which 
are in between the corresponding LR and LD bounds. Since they do not create identi- 
cal copies, but “rough” copies, prior to dualization, some information is understandably 
lost, and the LS bounds tend to be weaker than the corresponding LD bounds. This is 
why the result we obtained is surprising. For CPLP, the primal (or primal-equivalent in 
the linear case) relaxations corresponding to a simple substitution (defined in [7]) and 
to a computationally more expensive decomposition introduced in [lo] and studied in 
[3] are equivalent. This provides a computationally feasible alternative for computing 
the strong bound of [lo]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the generic problem and 
show that the GCPLP and a dynamic production scheduling problem are special cases. 
In Section 3, we show that two polyhedra constructed differently from the constraint 
set of the problem are actually identical. In Section 4, we apply the result to CPLP and 
show that the simple Lagrangean substitution and the computationally more expensive 
Lagrangean decomposition mentioned above actually provide the same Lagrangean dual 
bounds. In Section 5, we apply the result to CPLP with a nonlinear objective function. 
We show that two primal relaxation bounds are identical. 
We now introduce the notation used in the paper. Let I be an index set with car- 
dinality 111. ZI is a column vector with entries zi, i E I. When there is no ambiguity, 
the index set I is often dropped from a vector. In that case, e means a vector of ones 
of appropriate dimension; 0 may mean a scalar zero or a vector of zeros of appro- 
priate dimension; any other vector z is meant to be a vector of full dimension. Let 
(Sl ), . , (S,) represent sets of equality or inequality constraints. We use the notation 
P(Si . . .S,) to denote the feasible region defined by the constraints (Sl), ,(&) and 
CO(SI . . . S,) to denote the convex hull of the corresponding region. 
2. A Class of specially structured integer programs 
Let Ni, j = 1,. , m, be mutually exclusive index sets, each with dimension ni and 
XI 
We study the following mixed integer program, called GP later on: 
minimize f’(.~, J. s, t). 
subject to 
(D) (-Y. .L’, .F) t S,,,,. 
((‘1 r/f.yv e(I,y, yj. 
(T) (.v.t)ts,..,. 
(N) O<x<e. 
(1) J’, = 0, 1 Vj. 
In the above formulation, x and ~1 are vectors of dimension n and nz. respectively. 
.F and t are vectors of any finite dimension. ,f is a function of variables .Y, J’. .s. and t. 
S,,,.,,, and S ,.., are arbitrary constraint sets of (x. x,s) and (4%. t), respectively. dv, and ~1, 
are assumed to be nonnegative (known) vectors and scalars, respectively. Notice that 
constraints (C), (N), (I), and the nonnegativity assumption of tisvf and (7, imply that 
(B) .Y\ <~‘,e Yi. 
Using the notation introduced in Section I, we can write GP as 
min{ f’(.u. ~‘~3. t) 1 (_Y, y,s, t) E P(DC’KV1B)). 
Although GP has a very special structure, it contains some well-studied problems as 
special cases. In what follows, we show that GCPLP and a dynamic production planning 
model are both special cases of GP. We briefly describe both problems and show that 
they fit into the structure of GP. 
GCPLP has been extensively studied in the literature. It includes both CPLP and the 
capacitated P-median problem as special cases, The integer programing formulation of 
GCPLP is as follows: 
minimize f(.Y. y) = x x c,,-\‘l, + C tj.1.j 
i i / 
subject to 
(D) -&,=I ‘d’i, 
(C) -j$LY,,<a,.l,; yj. 
CT) -&4.,b x4. 
(N) Oi,Y;j<l ii,j. 
(I) .rj=o, 1 Y,j, 
(B) .Y,,<.Y, Y4.i. 
(T’) =&‘,=K, 
i 
where constraints (T) and (B) are derived from other constraints. In the above fonnu- 
lation, i = I,. . . II indexes the clients to be served and. ,j = I,. . m, the potential sites 
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for the plants; clj is the transportation cost between client i and site j ; ,fi is the setup 
cost of locating a plant at site j; dj is the demand of client i, and ai is the capacity 
of the plant at site j. K is the number of plants to be opened. GCPLP opens K plants, 
satisfies all customer demands and minimizes total cost while meeting the capacity 
requirement of each plant. To see that GCPLP fits in the structure of GP, observe that 
The following dynamic production planning model for a tile manufacturing company 
was described in [2], which is an extension of a production model studied in [4]. 
A set of products N need to be scheduled on several non-identical flexible production 
lines L. For each product i f N, L, is a set of production lines capable of producing the 
product. A setup cost qg is incurred when a production line j starts producing a product 
i after switching from another product, and the production is limited by capacity pv. 
The demand for product i in period s is di,. Unmet demands are back-ordered within 
the planning horizon. Curs is the unit production and inventory cost if a product i 
produced on production line j in period t is used to meet demand in period s. The 
objective is to minimize the total cost during the planning horizon. We refer to [2] 
for a more detailed description of the model. After some modifications to the original 
model, we can formulate the above production model as an integer program 
minimize 
subject to 
(1) ~~,~~;‘.~=l ‘d’i~N, SET, 
/EL, fE1 
(2) C dsx;jrs = p;jyqt Vi E N, j E Li, t E T, 
$=I 
(3) xyiir=l ‘JjEL, tET, 
IEN, 
(4) z,,,3yijt-yi/,l-1 ViEN, jeL,, JET, 
(5) Od~~~.~dl ViEN, jELi, tET, SET, 
(6) zyf = 0,l Vi E N, j E L;, t E T, 
(7) y!jl= 0,l Vi E N, j E Lf, t E T, 
where .xQ~,~ is the number of units of product i produced on line j in period t to meet 
demand in period S; ydl= 1 if product i is produced on production line j in period 
t and 0 otherwise; zvt = 1 (0) if line j starts producing product i in period t (if in 
period t line j continues producing product i or produces some other product). 
To see that this production model fits in the structure of GP, we observe the following 
correspondences: (D) = (1); (B) =x,,,, d y,,, for all i E N, j l Li, t and S; (C) =(2); 
(T) = (3), (4) (6); (N) = (5); and (I) = (7). 
X3 
3. Two identical polyhedra 
In this section, we exploit the special structure of GP and present the main result 
of the paper: two polyhedra, DI and Dz. constructed in different ways arc actually 
identical. We first define the two polyhedra using the constraints of GP. 
D, = 
(x>y,s) E Co(DBNI), 
(x. y) = (_Y’. y’), 
= {(x. ~3. .s, t ) 1 (B, _J‘, s) E Co( DBNL ). 
We need the following lemma to show the 
Lemma 1. 
(HI) (x’.J.‘,~)E Co(C7’M) 1 
(x’. .I.‘. t ) E Co( CTiV/), 
(x, j’. I ) E Co( CTNI ,}: 
(x’, y’. t) E Co( CT!‘Vf ). 
J’zzz 1.’ 
1. 
equivalence of D) and L&. 
Proof. By (H 1 ), (u’, .u’) satisfies (C), or “,j;;.~i,, <I(,J~ for all ,j. Using (H3) and (H4). 
we have ~1’~,.\- h ,x’, <a,~,, for all j, or (x. r) satisfies (C). Similarly, (Hl) and (H4) imply 
that (_I‘, t) satisfies (T). In addition, (x. J*) satisfies (B) and (N) by (H2). Therefore. it 
.r’ satisfies (1). then (x, y, t) E Co( CTNZ). 
Suppose now that JJ = y’ has some fractional coordinates. By (HI ), there exist 
(x”. .I,“. t” ) E P( CTM) and Y’ E (0, 1 ). CL r’! = I such that (.I-‘. J.‘. t) = C, Y’(.Y”. J.“. 
t”). Set J’ ’ = _I,“. Then yk satisfies (I) and (T) and J‘= J,’ = CL ~‘3,‘. In what follows. 
we construct .Y’ such that 
(a) (.t-‘,~i,tk)tP(CTNI), (b) x =I 1 Z&Y’ 
Define /I = { j: ~1, = 0) and /? = {.j: ~‘i > 0) (Notice that ~3: = 0 for all j E /i). For all k. 
let 
’ ( 
0 for all j E /I. 
x,;’ = k .l‘, 
.Y,y, - for all ,j E fi. 
_)‘/ 
To verify (a), we show that (xx. _V ‘. th) satisfies constraints (C), (T), (N), (I), respec- 
tively. (A-‘. yh) satisfies (C): 
If j E /I’, then 
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If j E p, then 
The inequality is true because (x,y) satisfies (C). 
( yk, tk) satisfies (T): 
(x”, ylk, t”) E P(CTNI) implies that (Y’~, tk) satisfies (T). Since yk = ylk, (yk, t”) 
satisfies (T). 
xk satisfies (N): 
If j E /?, xk 
k 
= 0. If j E b, xk - .v, - (y,r/yj)xN, = (x~y~lyj)yJk. Since 0 dxiv,lyj de by 
(H2) and y, =yj” =O, 1, we have 0d.x; <e. I 
yk satisfies (I): 
yk satisfies (I) since yk = y’k and y/k satisfies (1). 
We now verify (b), x = Ck zkxk. If j E p, 
XN, = 0 = 1 A;, = 1 c&O) = 0 
k k 
sincexk=yJk=O for all iENj and jEfi. IfjEp, 
c 
k 
Combining (a) and (b), we have shown that for each (x, y, t) satisfying (H l-%14) 
there exist (xk, yk, tk) E P(CTNZ) such that (x,y,t) can be expressed as a convex 
combination of these points. It follows that (x, y, t) E Co(CTNZ). 0 
We are now ready to show the equivalence of the two polyhedra. 
Theorem 1. DI = D2. 
Proof. It is clear that DI C 02 since any (x, y,s, t) E DI implies (x, y,s, t) E D2. There- 
fore, it suffices to show that DI 2 D2. Given an arbitrary vector (x, y, s, t) E D2, we have 
(x, y, s) E Co(DBNI), which implies 0 dxN, < y,e de for all j. In addition, there exists 
a vector (x’, y’) such that (x’, y’, t) E Co(CTNI), dL,xN, = dL,xiy, for all j, and y = y’. 
It follows that all the conditions (Hl-H4) in Lemma 1 are satisfied and therefore 
(x, y, t) E Co(CrNZ). Since (x, y,s) E Co(DBNI), we have (x, y,s, t) E DI. q 
4. An example when D1 #Dz 
In this section, we show by an example that Theorem 1 may not hold if some of the 
structures of GP are altered. In particular, we provide an example such that D1 # 02 
if x in constraint (N) is restricted to be a zero-one integer variable. 
Table I 
Feasible solutions of P(C7,V/) 
Consider a mixed integer program with the following constraints: 
CD) XI I +x12 = 1, x21 +.x22 = 1. 
(C) XII + 2-x21 <2y1, Xl2 + 2x22 <_I'?, 
t-U 2.~1 + 1’2 23, 
(N ) x,~ = 0,l V’i,j = 1~2, 
(I) J’, =o, 1 yj= 1,2, 
(B) x,~<Y, V’i,j= 1.2. 
The above constraints describe an instance of CPLP where plants 1 and 2 have ca- 
pacities of 2 and 1 units, respectively, and clients 1 and 2 have demands of 1 and 2 
units, respectively. However, constraint (N) is altered slightly by requiring xii to be a 
zero-one integer variable instead of a continuous variable as in CPLP. We show that 
Dt 7; Dl for the above problem. 
First, notice that yt = y2 = 1 in both DI and D2. Therefore, it suffices to compare the 
projection of DI and 02 in the x-space, denoted by D1 r;r Dl.,-, respectively. Similarly, 
let CoI be the projection of a convex hull in the x-space. One can verify that Table 1 
provides a set of all feasible xii’s to P(CKVI). By definition, the projected convex 
hull Co,(CTNZ) can be expressed as convex combinations of the above six feasible 
solutions. i.e., Co,(CTNZ) is a set of x;, that satisfies 
where s(~ 20, k = 1,. ,6, and Ci = , d =: 1. One the other hand, one can verify that 
Co,(DBNI) is a set of xii that satisfies 
XII +x12= 1. 
X,] +x22 = 1, (2) 
0 <.X,j f 1 Vi, j = 1,2. 
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As a result, Dt, is a set of Xlj that satisfy both systems (1) and (2) while Dz\- is a 
set of xi, that satisfy system (2) and 
Xl, + 2x2, = X2 + X5 + 2a3 + 2x”, 
xi2 + 2x22 = X4 + X5 + c?, (3) 
where xh is defined in (1). By setting xx = 0, k = 1,. .5, and ~8 = 1, one can ver- 
ify that (xtr,x2r,xt2,x22) = (1,0.5,0,0.5) belongs to DI,~ but not DI,. It follows that 
& c (f) Dzxr and therefore, DI c(#)&. 
5. Two identical dual bounds for CPLP 
We now apply the result of the previous section to CPLP, a special case of GP. 
As a result of Theorem 1, we show that two variable substitution approaches generate 
the same Lagrangean bound. CPLP differs from GCPLP by removing the requirement 
that exactly K plants should be opened (constraint (T’) in GCPLP). Using the notation 
introduced in Section 2 for GCPLP, we can formulate CPLP as the following mixed 
integer program: 
In [3], the authors provided a very interesting theoretical and computational comparison 
of various approaches for solving CPLP. In particular, they compared lower bounds 
generated by all Lagrangean relaxations (LRs) and Lagrangean decompositions (LDs) 
obtained by splitting the constraints of CPLP. Notice that they did not consider the pos- 
sibility of using the same subset of constraints in several Lagrangean subproblems, i.e. 
they did not discuss the decompositions in which two or more Lagrangean submodels 
overlap. Among 25 meaningful LDs, two generate lower bounds that are different from 
those generated by their corresponding LRs and only one of these two may benefit 
from the computation. (Other LDs are computationally inferior to the corresponding 
LRs). To obtain the particular LD bound (we will from now on refer to it as “the” 
LD bound since it is the only one which makes computational sense), we copy all 
variables and rewrite CPLP as 
min (x, y ) E P(DBNZ), (x’, y’) E P( CTNZ), 
(-? Y) = (X’> Y’> 
The LD is obtained by performing Lagrangean relaxation on the copy constraint (x, JJ) = 
(x’, y’). Let u E Fx” and w E R”’ be the multipliers associated with equalities x =x’ 
and y = y’, respectively. It is not difficult to show that the Lagrangean subproblem can 
be simplified as 
min{f(x, v) + LI’X + i41T4, / (x, y) E P(DBNZ)} 
- max{(ii(u> + “)“y’ ) y’ E P( TZ)}, 
where :‘(I/) E R”’ is a column vector whose entries are defined by 
;‘,( 21 ) = max 
Let iv(M) be the lower dual bound 
[3] that 
max{ZF.Z,)} < V(LD)<Zc. 
generated by the above LD. It has been shown 
where Zg denotes the LR bound obtained by dropping constraint il and dualizing 
constraint B. Clearly, the lower bound V(U) is quite strong. However. (II J I )m 
multipliers need to be adjusted at each iteration while calculating C’( LD). In other 
words, the Lagrangean decomposition dual is an optimization problem in R(” ’ jfri. 
A different substitution approach, which aggregates the s,, variables, called LDA (for 
Lagrangean Decomposition/Aggregation), can be used to calculate a lower bound for 
CPLP ([7]). The LDA starts by rewriting CPLP as 
(A-, y) E P(DBNI), 
i I! 
(I’, y’) E P( CT!Vf). 
min ,f’(s. ,I’) c d,X,j = c d,.$ o’j, J’ = J’ . 
/ 1 
where the aggregated linear expressions of variables x,,, instead of the individual sari- 
ables .yi,, are duplicated. It then performs Lagrangean relaxation on the copy equalities 
c c tl,.Y-,i = d,_$, yi and 1‘ = J.‘. 
/ / 
Let 01 t R”’ and ~1’ E R”’ be the corresponding multipliers. We have, after some algebraic 
manipulation, the following Lagrangean subproblem: 
min f’(.u, J,) $ 
_ max{(ci(c) 
where 6( 1.) t R”’ is a column vector whose entries are defined by 
. ,j= I .__., ~1 
Clearly, the LDA solves Lagrangean subproblems of the same structure as those of the 
LD. However, the number of multipliers is reduced to 2m. which may speed up the 
multiplier adjustment process significantly as the optimization of the Lagrangean dual 
neecls to be performed only in R”“. Let V(LDA) be the dual lower bound generated 
by the above LDA. Applying Theorem I, we have the following result: 
Corollary 1. I’( LD) = V(LDA ) 
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Proof. It has been shown in [5, 111 that 
V(LD) = min{f(x, y) / (x, v) E Co(CTNI) n Co(DBNI)} 
= min{f(x, Y) ) (4 v) E DI 1. 
Similarly, one can show ([7]) that 
v(LDA) = min 
{ 
(x, Y) E Co(DBNI), (2, JQ E Co( CKV1), 
f(x, v) C dixij = C djx; vj, Y = Y/, 
i I 
= mintf(x, Y) I (x, v> E 021, 
and the result follows directly from Theorem 1. 0 
In summary, when the LDA approach is applied to CPLP, it generates the same lower 
bound as the corresponding LD approach. However, substantially fewer multipliers 
need to be adjusted during the process. Similarly, when the LDA approach is applied 
to GCPLP and the dynamic production planning model, it also generates the same 
lower bound as the corresponding LD approach. In addition, one can show that the 
Lagrangean subproblems solved by the corresponding LD and LDA are the same: for 
GCPLP, a simple plant location problem and a knapsack problem with an additional 
cardinality constraint; for the production model, simple plant location problems for 
each i with “customers” s and “plants” jt, and shortest-path problems for each j. 
6. Two identical primal relaxation bounds for nonlinear CPLP 
It is well known that the Lagrangean dual of an integer linear program has a primal 
equivalent in the original space [5]. While one usually finds the Lagrangean lower 
bound by searching for a best set of Lagrangean multipliers, it is not the only method 
possible. Michelon and Maculan [ 151 showed that one can also solve the primal equiva- 
lent of the Lagrangean dual by placing the relaxed constraints into the objective function 
(e.g. using a penalty function method), and then, using a linearization method, such as 
the Frank and Wolfe algorithm (see [l, p. 5801 for a description). As a result, at each 
iteration, the algorithm solves a linear integer Lagrangean-like subproblem followed by 
a nonlinear line search. The method is especially useful when the objective function is 
nonlinear and the nonlinear Lagrangean subproblem is difficult to solve. In this case 
we ignore the Lagrangean approach and concentrate directly on the primal relaxation 
(which, by the way, need not be equivalent) and its solution by a linearization method 
[8]. We now describe two procedures for evaluating primal relaxation bounds for the 
nonlinear CPLP, and show by applying Theorem 1 that the two bounds are the same. 
Consider the following nonlinear CPLP: 
where ,f’ is a convex nonlinear function of (x, J’) and each constraint in (DCIVIBT) 
is as defined in GCPLP. The first primal relaxation approach. called PRI, sol\~ the 
following penalized problem: 
minimize q71 (x, .v,x’, _v’) = ,f’(x, J,) -t pl C X(X,, -- x:, )’ + p, C(J., -.- .I,; )?. 
1 / i 
subject to 
(X. ?,) E CO(CXVI), (I’. _l>‘) E Co(DBNl). 
where ~1 and /II are large penalty parameters. Notice that when both parameters ap- 
proach infinity, PRl is equivalent to 
min 
(x. .v) E Co(DBN1). (x’, y’) E c’o( CTNI ), 
(x, y) = (2, J’). 
= min{J’(x,.v) 1 (x,y)E Co(CT!VI) fi Co(DB,vf)} 
=min{.f‘(x.?.)i(x,,?)~D,}. 
Let 1’(PR I ) be the optimal objective value of PRl as both parameters approach 
infinity. Clearly, V(PR1) is a lower bound for CPLP. The primal relaxation prob- 
lem can be solved by a linearization method such as the Frank and Wolfe algorithm 
with a nonlinear line search or simplicial decomposition, which could be more attrac- 
tive computationally. We describe here the Frank and Wolfe algorithm for simplicity. 
At iteration k, one has a current iterate (s’. x~,,Y”: , _I.” ) in whose vicinity one creates 
a linearization ciJ(x, JS) + $(x’, y’) of the objective function cpl (.Y. y.x’. JX’). One sol\ es 
the ‘linearized problem 
min{&s.~~) 1 (x.y) E Co(DBNI)} + min{$(x’.~‘) ( (s’..\~‘) E Co(C73’II)) 
== min{ ri,(x, 1.) / (x, y) E P(DBNl)} + min{ I//(X’. _I.‘) ) (s’. J,‘) C: P( CTN/)}. 
The equality is true because both cp and $ are linear functions. The linear subproblem 
on (x’,J~‘) can be further simplified to include only variable ~3’ in the objective and 
(Tf :I in the constraint. It is interesting to see that the above linearization subproblem 
has the same structure as the LD subproblem (for a linear objective function). 
F’ollowing the same spirit as LDA, we can construct a different primal relaxation, 
called PR2, for the nonlinear CPLP. 
subject to 
(x. ~9) E- Co(CTN1). (x’. _v’ ) E Co( DBNl ). 
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where ,u2 and p2 are large penalty parameters. When both parameters approach 
PR2 is equivalent to 
mm fk v) 
i 
(x, _Y) E CO(DBNZ), (x’, JJ) E CO(C77VZ), 
C dix;j = C dix:i Vj, y = y’, 
i I 
= midfIx, v> / 6, Y> E 02}, 
infinity, 
Let V(PR2) be the optimal objective value of the above problem as both parameters 
approach infinity. From Theorem 1, it is clear that the two primal relaxation bounds 
are the same. That is 
Corollary 2. V(PRI ) = V(PR2). 
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